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The Council Gets A Criteria Sheet 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following aJ1alyses are culled from 
the notes of Bardian representatives at Council meetings 
and constitute comments on Council members' records. 
Mrs. Roosevelt To Give 
Commencement Address 
In a Democracy people like. to know about ~heir. elected reI?resenta- by Melvin. Friedman. 
tives and their records. That IS why The Bardlan Iscommentmg ana- ... " B d b f 
lytically ()n the individual Council member. As tabulations of voting HIghlIghtmg the first full SIze commencement program at ar smce e ore 
records are, unfortunately, not kept, we present here condensed sum-; h '11 b dd b EI "R l'f f 'h 1 P'd d 
maries of the general impressions left by the Council on our representa- : t e war WI e an a ress y eanor ooseve t, WI e 0 t e ate reSI ent, an an 
tives. Some of the information has come to us from C~:mncil members outstanding leader of this nation in her own right. 
themselves. . 
Nancy Albee. C~:n~ncil .attendan?e is erratic. Takes jobs wh~n asked Mrs. Roosevelt has not dIsclosed 'the subject of her address but her remarks 
and is extremely efllClent m CommIttee work. Her argumentatIve sup- I' k f h 
port IS good when aroused, but she does not take t~e initiative. to the college should prove of great mterest due to her outspo en support 0 t e 
Comment· Sincere and industrious, but not a partwularly strong member. • • I f d d" If d .. f . d"d I' d .. h' h 
Georg~' Blackstone. A de]?endable, resourceful, hard worker. As- prmCIp es 0 emocracy an se etermmahon 0 m IVI ua s estmles W IC serve 
sumes much responsibility. He says w~at he thinks with conviction. A I as part of the basic tenet of the College's philosophy. The rest of the program will 
very popular and successful House ChaIrman. .. . 
Comment: Has made a particularly impresb-ive record. mclude a procession and a Baccalaureate serVIce. 
Mrs. Forbes. Regularly attends Council meetings. The Dean has . . h f h . 
presented considerable legislation and tak~s an active part in discussion, D We are attemptmg' to gIVe t e rest 0 t e commumty a cross-
defenci.ing her stand in a frank and forthnght manner. Her argumen~a- r Genzmer's section of these Bard students who have completed their studies and 
tion, however, is not lucid, as the Dear.. often responds to debate .V1tb • are going on to other fields. Although the graduating class will con-
nebulous conceptions, expressed usually in generalities. F II Tal k tain fifteen students at the end of this' year, it was impossible to reach 
Comment: Has not made an iYmpressive showing, but shows promise. arewe 
Mrs. Genzmer. Attends meetings regularly. Has not shown a great' every member of that body. This small glimpse into the ranks of 
deal of initiative. Willingly and ably undertakes assigned jobs. Includes By David Van Tijn those about to leave our campus may serve in some measure to COffi-
anecdotes in ciebate. If Mr. Genzmer set out last week pensate for our inability to cover all the students participating. We 
Comment: Having been elected as a write-in by a large vote, Mrs. to make us regret his going more feel that we have chosen a fairly representative cross-section and one 
Genzmer has not been the strong candidate envisioned. than we did before, I congratulate whose sentiments represent in great measu. re those of the graduates. 
Dr. Gray. Business has often prevented the President's attendance him; he succeeded. If the aim of 
at meetings. He has been generally reluctant to take the initiative. Dr. his lecture was to convince us that CHARLES TOTH 
Gray is strongly principled but not active in support of his ideas. He he has not been irrevocably lost to I Charles Toth was born in Jersey City and attended elementary 
takes offense easily, but is generally considerate of others. : the College, the same applies. I school and Weequahic high school before entering college. He attended 
Comment: Should take a deinite stand on important issues. It is not easy to analyze this New York University, and entered the army soon after, and subsequent 
l~r. Hayes. Attends regularly. Cheerfully and conscienth;msly un- "History of Bard College"; it was to his discharge came to Bard. He has been a Social Studies major ever 
dertakes "di.rty work." Is active in debate and upholds Constitutional so much a unity that discussing any since he came up and expects to be the first veteran,of World War II to 
pOints. Is present at every Convocation. one aspect of it necessarily -ie- graduate from Bard. 
Comment: Has made an impressive record and is a good bet for forth- strays the atmosphere of the whole. . His senior project deals with the history of the French Reformation; 
coming elections. • Regardmg it as a lesson in the pre- in particular the history of Hugenot influence in France. It stresses the 
Roger Hecht. Attends meetings regularly. Is very active in debate sentation of history, the most im- contributions of such individuals as Gaspard de Coligny, Catherine de 
and conscientious in upholding his point of view on every. issue. He is portant aspect was the amount of I Medici, Henri IV, Richilieu, anI Louis XIV, as well as giving a careful 
one of the most active participants in both Council and Convocation' research which Mr. Genzmer quietly consideration to the philosophy and significance of the movement. It 
among the students. and unobtrusively worked into an may be adequately summarized in terms of the following: religious wars 
Comment: Has made an impressive record. hour's chat. For instance, the were outward manifestations of a deeper movement which itself was 
Sally Martin. Has been an excellent secretary for both Council and mere statement that the Bard cur- the disintegration of feudalistic society and transformation of state along 
Convocation. Is somewhat apathetic toward debate. Has been an ex- riculum was typical for its period . absolutist principles. 
cellent House Chairman. could very well represent years of Charles' post-graduation plans are purely tentative, but if things go 
Comment: Has done her duty well, but should have more to say in debate. work, and for a historian of Mr. according to plan he hopes to enter the University of Wisconsin and dOo 
Charles McKenna. Not a very good attendance record. Frequently GenZlIller's calibre probably does. I a Master's thesis on some phase of American History. 
abstains from debate on fundamental points .. Gan be relied upon for But the same can be said of almost Bard College has been a moving force in his intellectual life; before 
information in fields of his own interest. Has been a good House Chair- any sentence. One ftlt that behind commencing higher studies he would like to leave us with a little memo 
man. every statement was a wealth Oof which we can tuck away for future use. "I think that education based 
Comment: Not too responsible Council member. corroborative material. on individual instruction and small classes is in its~f unique, and those 
Dr. Obreshkove. Has a good, regular attendance record. Has been This leads us to the second rea- who apply themselves in serious study can obtain the utmost in educa-
active in initiating constructive legislation. Advocates thorough discUS-I! son for the excellence of the lec- tional benefits." 
sion of fundamental points. Shows outstandingly sincere interest in ture: that from the wealth of ma- BARBARA ANDERSON 
Community Government. . terlal. at his disposal M~. Genzmer Barbara Anderson was born in Washington, D. C., and attended ele-
Comment: Has fully justified the landslide of votes he received in the unerrmgly chose that which appeal- mentary school and the Annapolis high school and the Academy of Our 
last election and should be re-elected. ed to us. If he had made us feel 
Tanny Polster. Attendan0e somewhat irregular. Oriainates new leg- that the College was.a t. radition, we Lady of Peace before entering Gaucher College. From Gaucher she went 
t:>£ to Black Mountain and entered Bard in January, 1945. Barbara has been 
islation and is usually active in debate. Is quick to observe and follows would have been satIsfIed. But he a Literature major since her entrance into Bard and has done an excel-
trends. made us feel that we were a part of 
Comment: Sincere and industrious Council member. that tradition, and what is more, lent project on the German writer, Franz Kafka. The work is a criti-
Marjorie Rosenblum. Moderately good attendance. Takes little or I y;orthy carri~rs. Of. it. In that sep.se que of Kafka's writing, and involves an examination of his critics, whom 
no part in debate. Has been lacking in initiative, but undertakes as- It was an optImIstIC lecture. Optlm- Barbara feels to be sadly incapable of a good criticism of Kafka in any 
objective sense. 
signments willingly (Continued on Page 2, Column 3) (Continued on Page 3, Column 3) Barbara has definite views on the system of education at Bard Col-
No this is not Phil Spitalny's all girl orchestra. It happens to be Ruel Baker and his Annandalers, one 
of the solidest combos on campus and winner of the Bardian band popularity contest for two consecutive 
;weeks. 
Seated right to left: Eli Schenour's camera has made this startling revelation: Roger Isaacs, drums; 
Ken Williams. trombone; Ruel Baker, sax and trumpet;' Dolores Kempner, pittar; Sue Wender, plano; Charles 
McKenna, bass. . 
The first four people to the microphone get to sing each song which occasionally leads to chaos since 
the entire band sings. . 
The soloists for the band are Baker, Kempner, WiUlams, Isaacs, McKenna and Wender. 
lege. She feels that smaller classes and no TMC's would be far prefer-
able to the present setup in which the teacher has to sit, face-to-face 
with a single student for an hour a week with no one else's ideas enter-
ing into the discussion and the problem of coping with the student's 
moral, psychological, religious and aesthetic twists and problems all on 
the shoulders of the advisor. Barbara is amazed by the lack of political 
consciousness at Bard as compared to other colleges, and firmly believes 
that unless the present tendency on the part of the administration to 
make every student "his brother's keeper," in other words responsible 
for every other student, education will suffer great on this campus. 
Her plans for the future are very unsettled and she preferred to give 
no comment on what she might do after graduation. 
HARRY SINGER 
Harry Louis Singer was born in England and his secondary education 
proceeded in three stages. He commenced his studies at Frerfsham 
Heights, Rowledge, Surrey, England, continued it at Queens College, Nas-
sau, Bahamas, and completed it at the Windsor Mountain School, Man-
chester, Vermont (now situated at Lenox, Mass.). Upon arrival at Bard 
he began pursuing studies in the Natural Sciences Division, with a con-
centration upon Chemistry. At the end of his Sophomore year he chang-
ed tOo the Social Studies division focusing his efforts upon Psychology. 
His senior project is entitled "A Stuay of Psychosomatic Relation-
ships," and attempts to show that the psyche and the soma, i.e. body 
and mind are really a unity, and not two separate entities. This aim is 
expedited by showing certain problems, which in recent times led persons 
to re-explore the idea of the unity of the organism. This is then follow-
ed up by a historical investigation and an examination of certain theories, 
by which organistic processes have been supposed to proceed in the 
twentieth century. The final sections are devoted to application of th~ 
principles acquired in the preceding section; first a view of organistic 
processes as we believe them to occur today, finally an investigation of 
various systems of diagnosis and therapy. 
Harry plans to continue his studies on the graduate level, with the 
aim of obtaining a master's degree. 
Harry thinks of our college system in terms of the following: "I be-
lieve that the training obtained at Bard, by means of the tutorial sys-
tem, and more especially by the institution of the senior project, is an 
excellent method of developing the ability to think in terms of wholes 
and to see relationships. It also provides good training for the type of 
work expected of candidates for advanced degrees in graduate schoo!." 
CHARLES FRIOU 
Gharles Dyson F'riou was born in Brooklyn, New York and attended 
P. S. 193 and Erasmus Hall high school before cOming up to Bard. " HJs 
arrival at our school (a cause for national celebration) occurred in June, 
1943. He chose history as his major field and later changed ov~r 
(Continued. on Page 7, Oolumn 3) 
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l admin~tration while at the same time it tends tol'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
decrease the responsibility of the individual stu-I D· a nge r A h-· ea d 
dent in regard to his own conduct and the develop- ; 
ment of his ability to regulate his m'.'n life along 
The Bardian 
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up to the individual student and his parents and WE all pridE ourselves on the fact that Bard is unique; and 
. informs the family that a "College Sign-Out Book" indeed no one would spend fifteen hundred dollars a year for an 
will be made available outside the registrars office education which he thought did not contribute something more than 
and that if the particul:'lT family demands it of their that acquired at ar un-of-the-mill college or university. It seems, 
son or daughter he or she will be required to sign-I however, that there is a definite trend toward losing sight of those 
out in that beok when leaving campus. This willi factors which make us different, and, we think, better. This condi-
remove the onus of a general sign-out system for tion is due to perhaps unavoidable circumstances, yet the situation 
each m. ember of the college and will at the same I ought to be realized in order to combat further steps which may be 
time provide the machinery which some few families avoided. 
mav feel necessarv. When asked in what way Bard is unique our first thoughts are 
! - - likely to concern community government and social relations. It is 
I undoubtedly true that we have a more liberal and democratic policy 
j
l - - ---- regarding these aspects of college life than most institutions. How-
ever, educational policy is usually the primary consideration of those 
I Next Week In Convocation interest~d in. Bard as a so-called progressiv~ coll.ege. Ce:tainly we are 
here pnmanly for the purpose of educatIOn III the lIberal arts or 
By T. POLSTER sciences, and we cannot take full advantage of our opportunity if our 
policy is obscure or misrepresented. 
Ably handling a difficult situation in the May 15th The basis of Bard's educational principles, as I have gleaned 
Managing con~oca~ion meeting, Moderator Dave S~odiCk. f~ed it from five terms here, is an unprecedented faith in the individual 
THOMAS MULCARE AND ELAINE ROTHENBERG a mmOrIty on the floor that made conSlderatlOn of student. This manifests itself in the act that there are seminar dis-
. I complicated legislative measures much more tedious . . h' h h'd f d f h . h 
Circulation and Exchange Department ; ' " f CUSSIOns III W lC tel eas 0 ~tu ents. 0 ten carry as muc we1g t . I than need be. The deVIce for dlScussmg the mass 0 . T . h 'd h f 
Manager: LENI GREENE, Assistant: MORTON BLOCK. d . "1 b ft as those of the IllStructOr. he latter IS t ere to gUl e t e cours6 0 
prlloposal~ was s~gtgedste tinthcouncl .Yt Mfr. Hayels a edr I discussion and to explain problems raised by students. This system 
- - -- --- ---- -- E en Prms porn e ou e neceSSl y or a p anne . . . 
. h f th t' Th "c ·tt f th can functIOn only 1£ the members of the class have acqUlred most 
approac or e mee mg. e omml ee 0 e f hI' f" d' h . h'l d' 
Whole" carefully discussed and came to agreements ~ t e ~actua In ormatIOn fr~ce ~~g t e ds~ml~~r, ~ 1 e rr~up ;scus-






s 0 t 0lse acts. 
I d th "t f th e premises put forward by Dean IS z jel'S rom conventIOna systems m t at t e atter paces re-
Thursday, May 23, 1946 ,ee spm 0 os sponsibility for both factual information and concepts on the profes-
Forbes. I h h d ·b· I'· d ·b h 
Vol. II, New Series, No. 22 
A Plea For Applicable 
sor. We fee t at s are responsI Ilty IS a vantageous to ot stu-
Believing that the election system constitutes one , dent and instructor ~ When the student uses his own tools, so to speak, 
of the weak sections in our By-Laws, George Black-
stone carefully drew up and presented modifications they will be of more value to him and will have wider applicability. 
aimed at remedying the most urgent matter first. In acquiring the necessary fundamentals of knowledge we encourage 
S d d A B d Dean Forbes saw a more basic weakness and suggested exchange of ideas among members of a class, and assume our ad-tan a r s tar fundamental changes in ~u~ aI;>proach to community missions officers have selected those mature enough to recognize 
government. By-Law modlflCatIOns by Tanny Polster . " . .". . 
. . I and Iris Kaplan offered sweeping changes aimed at where healthy e~change ends and C~PY1~g begms .. 
THE QUESTION has ansen concernmg the effectively delegating governmental activities that I Anotherumque tenet of our poltcy IS the expenmental approach. 
. merit of setting ?ow.n in. writi.ng. certain speci- easily fa:1I into negl~ct under the present system., That This may be illustrated by. the T.M.C. system ~hich ha.s. bee.n tried 
ftc rules and regulatIOns whIch WIll be obeyed by these dlffer~nces rn approach were n.ot conSIdered objectively for a number of years, but is now bemg modIfIed accord-
a.ll m. embers of the community. The Editors of by Convocation, that the order of busmess was not I' t . . d . 
altered was unfortunate. mg 0 experIence game . , 
THE BARDIAN went on record in the past two issues I Now, I think it is obvious that in order to gain the most from 
o. f this journal of opinion and in the recent meeting De~n Forbes' proposals were ex. trem~lY .. valuable at the Bard educational system a correct attitude must be established 
f . b' d' 1 d h the time they were presented to CounCIl because they f •• .' ..' o convocatIOn as emg Irect y oppose to suc d general feeling of anxiety about Bard's and that If thIS IS not done, more harm than beneht WIll result. An 
I . h' h h' . expresse a , proposa s not m sympat y WIt an anarc 1StlC reputation. All of us recognized this at the time· orientation program for entering students is a step in the right direc-
structure for the college but rather in the light of ~hey were pre~ented, t~ough some saw fit to forget tion, bilt in the excitement and novelty of the first few days, there 
our belief that the aims of Bard can best be in- It at ConvocatIOn meetmg. TO. a . large extent, Dean is a natural tendency to forget " all that stuff" preached in the begin-. C· Forbes had the support of a maJonty on campus when . . . . . . 
c,ulcated m the ommumty by. means ~f educa- she brought attention to basic issues. The reading mng. A more effect1v~ agen~y for thIS p,urpose would be a~soClatIOn 
tIOnal measures as much as pOSSIble deVOId of the of her proposals in Community Council. along with with those who have hved WIth and profIted by our educatIOnal sys-
punitive actions called for in the recent memor- t~e clarification tha~ followed a~ well as the disc~s- tern , including both students and faculty. In the past this has been 
andum by the Dean. I ~lOn that appeared m the Bardian a~d the meetmg quite effective. Thus there is a continuity and evolution which in-
m Albee that was called on the subject, all accom- . , . . . 
\Ve hold that such ideas as an "honor led e" plished yeoman work in promulgating a serious atti- sures ~erpetuatIOn and Improvement ~f ~ard s pnncIples. We c~n-
'11 t . f h f . h ~ tude on campus. Agreeing with the two clauses on not wnte down our precepts, as that IS lIkely to lead to stagnatIOn 
WI s op no one rom c ea mg or parap rasmg "The enhancement of the prestige of the College," and prevent evolution. For this same reason we have few tradi 
from sources of research. Instead we advocate a as presented in the proposal titled Community Gov- . 
thorough indoctrination by responsible members ernment, it would be appropriate for Convocation tIOns. . .. . 
f h C 't h h h b th' f to pass on to the discussion of specific measures aimed In the past term and m the next few years thIS assoClatIOn has 
o dt e .otmmum y W to thavet Sthownf lYI e1rd ac t
10n
ds at supporting those clauses. been and will be impeded. The increased enrollment without similar 
an WrIt en commen s a ey u y un ers an ' . . f 1 '11 d . d"d rd' . L t 




0 e s ndven dor a atr d mth e Ig f ing groups consi;ting mostly of veterans will naturally. tend to stick o tea rea y avowe an accep e eory 0 tering on the By-Laws a series of rules and penalties f b h h . I · d . '1· ~ . f 
h· If d' t' d If ]. . A b to put teeth into the present governmental organiza- together on account 0 ot p YSlca arrangement an SImI arIty 0 teac Illg se - lrec IOn an se re lance. mem er tion on the one hand, or revamping the entire set- b k d P h ld' d' f th Id 
f h C 't . t d ·n b fIl' ac groun s. er aps we cou aSSIgn an a VIsor rom e 0 Of the tOI?mdulll y bSO orklen e WhI. e tU' y awarde up in an effort to decisively channel legislation and student group to each newcomer, but the artificiality of that relation-
o tea tItu e to e ta en on IS par III regar responsibility into the hands of a clearly defined exec-
h h Th' t f h utive branch ship might be prohibitive. True, an emergency exists where we must 
to suc . matt~rs as on~r. IS . ype 0 an onor' do our duty to returning veterans. However, the sole contact these 
system III whIch we beheve places much more re- Though only a small minority at the last Convo- i • -. • l' . . ' 
liance on the education of the individual and also cation meeting seemed bent on bitter expression ,it men wI!1 have. WIth our educatIOnal po ICY, that IS, contmu?us co~-
k f fl' t b th 1 . may be fairly stated that the majority of the cam- tact , WIll be !n the classes they attend and conferences WIth theIr 
see s ~ome. orm ~ regu. atlO~ se up y e. co - pus considers the new rules and penalties proposed advisors. Here more responsibility is placed upon the professor. 
lege smce It reqUlres thIS OrIentatIOn commIttee in the paper titled Community Government really Hence there is a great need for continuity in the faculty and admin-
to present in well defined terms the policies and too- drastic and, at times, outside the spirit of the.. N h 1 h· h 
. . I f h II 0 t' Bard system The Honor Pledge · a' sor point with 1St ratIon as well. ext year, owever, at east tree mstructors w 0 prmc1p es 0 t e co ege. ne a prospec 1ve com- . '. e h b' I· k . h r '11 b b Th . b h b b' t d t thO 'quite a few students, was censurea by Council and I ave een Important ln s WIt our past po ICY WI e a sent. e 
mumty me?I er . as een su Jec.e 0 IS pro- I disapproved privately by many. Removing this remainder of ours taffconsists of comparative newcomers who 'as 
gram of OrIentatIon then he has m effect, agreed stumbling block. the consideration of most of the yet are not leaders in policy adaptation and interpretation 
to adhere to these standards of honesty under which rest of the Dean's plan becomes feasible. Under "Pro- Th th . d f 't d th t th f t '11' 'th 
the college expects him to operate during his ten- posed changes" we come to the "redefinition of the u~ ere IS a e 1m e ~nger . a e u ure . WI see el . er 
B d . educational objectives." This may well be co~sidered a stagnatIOn or even retrogrseslOn WhICh no one deSIres, but whIch 
ure at ar. at this time. but certainly falls outside the realm may be forced upon us by inevitable circumstances. As long as the 
This leads into another point in the memorandum of rev~ion of governmental procedure. The Dea.n's danger is recognized we who have been in contact with our system 
suggestlOns about orientation call for no disCUSSIon 'k. . .. 
with which the Editors feel themselves at variance because Council and Convocation have acted on her have a chance of rna mg the effort to Imbue III newcomers the at-
with the Dean. What form of punitive action excellent suggestions and there is an active Orienta- I titudes which will make our educational system most beneficial to 
should be taken in the event of a breaking of the tion Committee at work on plan for the coming terms. them. 
rules and standards set forth by the Community? The house government proposals would well be con- ----..:.~-------:---------------------
sidered in a general discussion on houses but should THE COUNCIL GETS A CRITERIA SHEET 
First of all we believe that little is to be gained possibly be deferred until general community propo- (Continued from Page 1, Oolumn 1) 
from the standpoint of education if such terms as sals are settled. Without having the entire plan at Oomment: Not a very strong Cou'J1,cil member. 
"accused", "guilty", and "penalty," are to be the hand, Dean Forbes not unfavorably cliscussed steps David Spodick. Attends every meeting. Resourceful in debate and 
of Tanny Polster & Ins Kaplan for revisions in the initiatipnof legislation. Has courage of his convictions and is often vehe';' 
standard borne by a special committee. Rather Councll system. It may very well be that editing of ment, '~';~xpressing them~ Has thorough knowledge of parliamentary 
than this we feel that the function of such a com her propOsals neglected because of misunderstanding practice. Willingly and ably undertakes Council and Committee assign-
mittee should be to continue the orientation of all would have indicated recognition of the necessity of ments. 
Persons believed to be offenders of the Community more careful delegation of executive powers. In fact, Comment: Has made an impressive record. paragraph ten, under "Proposed changes" indicates Charles Toth. Attendance this term irregular. Has lost interest in 
and that only in instances where such a program this very thing. debate and initiating new legislation but is nevertheless frank, honest 
has failed consistently to make any marked dif- and forthright in defending his ideas. He has been a conscientious House 
ference in attitude should drastic action be un- In the light of the. M~y 15th Convocation MeetJ,ng it Chairman and has discharged his . duty as he has seen fit. 
may be well to dir~t this . week's action toward the Oomment: Has dcme a conscientious job. 
dertaken. nec~ssary revisions In governmental procedure that .Jack Workma.n.GoOd attendance record. Seldom partictpates ill 
. should be aimed at definitely and decisively settling debate, but is · frank and genial when he does. 
Finally we believe that the signout procedure the confusing delegation of authority found in the Oomment: Has latent possibilities, but has not yet developed sufficient 
.proposed puts too much responsibility on the college . present By-LaWS. strengt1i of·' purpose. 
The· Store • • • 
• • • Past And 'Present 
by DAVID V AN TIJN 
For a while , last term, the store-phone was being answered with 
the words: " Bard College Store, Ralph G. Champaign proprietor; a 
, non-profit institution. 
This really gives us all the problems of the store in a nutshell. 
It is a non-profit institution-very much so, and for a long time it 
was being run by the wierdest system outside of Lewis Carroll. 
When we held an inquiry last term the trouble was not to.find out 
why the store was not making money-half a dozen reasons were im-
mediately apparent. All of these very obvious faults we found last 
year , can be lumped together under the heading " Bad Managemnt." , 
Since then, however , the management has radically changed. M rs . 
Lynk has done a wond.erful job of straightening out the administra-
tive side of the work, while the store was in operation. And the more 
inefficient of the sales staff too have gradually disappeared. There 
was however, in my mind at least, serious doubt whether efficiency 
of management alone would be sufficient to put the store on a paying 
basis . 
It is obviously a bad policy commercially t o employ two people 
for 15 % hours a day, to· serve the needs of less than 300 people, so 
that it becomes a matter of experiment whether the store can be open 
during the hours it needs to be for the students' convenience, and pay I 
for itself. This throws an interesting light on the two complaints most 
frequently heard against the store, namely: a) inefficiency of service, 
b) high prices. As regards (a) increase in staff , would so much in-I' 
crease the overhead, that we would certainly [un at a loss . 
As regards to (b) it has been contended that the increased vol-
ume of sales would compensate for a drop in prices. While this is an 
extremely doubtful proposition, the price on some items has been 
lowered. Due, however, to the increase in customers, it has been im 
possible to establish the result. 
However we are all aware that the store charges at the moment 
rather more than the neighboring drugstores , and if possible the p'rices 
will eventually be further reduced. In the meantime cost-prices are 
stm going up, so that it is quite possible, that soon the store will be 
on a par with ther est of Dutchess County. 
For the present the dilemma continues: We can have a , store that 
charges less, and pays for tiself, but then it cannot be open over 7lj2 
hours a day, or conversely, we can do what we are doing at present. 
In no case however can the College afford to run the store at a loss. 
One solution has been proposed, and seems indeed feasible: that 
is to employ students. However the experience with students, on such 
things as the switchboard has not been very encouraging. And while 
many people have suggested this, nobody has yet said that he 'wanted 
to work definite times. If some students would do this-and honor 
their obligation-'-it might both improve service, and enable the store 
to lower its prices. . 
Will Bard Accept Negroes) 
By CHARLENE OBSTFELD 
The Bardian, May 23, 1946 
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"Warm Enough For You?" 
Bard's E\mily Post Good Will Journalist There is no truth to the rumor 
that Bard is a country club. The 
cultural aspects and the academic 
side of college are by far the prom- By WALTER KRIVINE and ROBERT SHERMAN 
Page 3 
inent factors at this haven-on-Hud- "I can tell you from personal experience that it is not pleasant to sit 
son. Nevertheless, social grace and in a studio filled with the odor of iodine and antiseptics and talk to you at 
the ability to love thy neighbor are nome whUe good. friends are being carried on stretchers along the corri-
points that no future Wall street Drs outside the studio doors". 
magnate can overlook. This statement and others like it by Edward R. Murrow did much 
THE PROPER ATTIRE: during the time England fought the Battle of Britain to bring home to 
There is no need for buying your Americans how much of a devastating onslaught the British public was 
clothes at Brooks Bros. since the 
h t it' hil undergoing. garments t a you s ep ln w e They were more than descriptions to excite the interest of a people 
serving your country are ·adequate. as yet remote and unaware of the conflagration. In essence it was an ap-
The Bard man should never be 
aware of current clothes fads since peal to the American people to cast aside their indifference to the suf-
that is a definite mark' of Mid- fering and torments of a traditional friend and ally. 
. In a democratic country, the function of a journalist is one of deep 
Western-Betty Grable movles-rac- significance. He is charged with the task of faithfully and accurately 
coon-coat-hip flask-rah-r~for our 
team sort of thing. Pipes should re- reporting and analysing events attendant on the welfare of the nation. To 
main unlighted and clenched be- a foreign correspondent, the job calls for an even greSlte:r set of attributes. 
tween two smiling lips. While cig- Shrewdness, perspicacity, tolerance and sincerity are all qualities which 
arettes are permissable in the seclu- distinguish the competent journalist from the dangerously passive observer 
sian of the room, the pipe and the of the foreign scene . 
. 
Among the new topics of .conversa-
I 
of Negro students of each sex that two-day growth of beard distin- For :a fOreignetr, the busfiness of I fl:nding out tth~ t~te ctar~cteristics, 
f t guish the Bardian from the herd. emotions, and sen iments 0 a peop e IS no easy as. ca s or a very tlOn 0 some of he members of the , must be present in the entire col- . h high degree of patience, resourcefulness and persistence. It requires a 
Bard Community is the probability lege to insure the happiness of the For members of the convocatIOn w 0 pe' rson able to proJ'ect hun' self unstintingly into the. life of the people he 
.. . don't possess G.I. clothing, tattered 
of the admission of Negroes to Bard. college. To fmd thIS number WIll be : blue denims and grimy "T" shirts is endeavoring to understand. Moreover, the traditional reticenCe and 
Being a school of liberal thought a very difficult task. Since we can- are permissable. Women stUdents obscurity of the English character does not lend itself to close observa-
and action. this step is theoretically not afford to wait untU experience should bring many pairs of high tion. . . 
. l' ·th 'd IE' heels and bobby socks which is con- MurroW, as a com~entator for .~BS , adopted a vlg.orous and thorough 
10 me WI our I ea s. very m- shows how many Negroes We should id red a tasteful combination here approach to the analYSIS of the BrItIsh people. ,Shopgrrls, bus conductors, 
dividual has the right to an edu- admit, we should refer to the exper- ~6w TO ACT ON CAMPUS: . "bobbies," Viscounts, and dowagers all. came un?er his scrutiny. A k~en. 
cation. Discrimination of any sort i iences of other small colleges. By Campus etiquette here, is no dif- I student of prc;>pagand~, Murrow reallZed the II?portance Of. cc;>nveymg 
is thoroughly in opposition to the consulting these institutions, we ferent from anywhere else: it is os- the true meanmg .and l;IDpact of war t? a P?tentlal ally of ~rltam. 
Bard spirit. may be able to solve the problem. tentatious, unfriendly and thought- I Murrow has lived m. an age of dISillUSIon and de~ressl.on. In 1930, 
There are some sides of the ques- Another point that must be con-
tion that must be carefully con sid- sidered in this case is the attitude 
ered. One of the most important, it of the neighboring townsfolk to the 
seems to me is the number of Ne- ,' ~egro .. If. th.at incident at M~ke's 
. ' . . IS any mdlCatlOn of what our nelgh-
less. Most of your waking hours will ~he depths ?f the ~epres~lOn, ~e. gradu~ted from th~ Umverslty ~f Wash-
be spent discussing personalities. mgton, havmg maJored 10 Pohtlcal .Sclence. F~llowmg the e~ratlc course 
These opinions must not, necessar- o! an unsettled c.ollege graduate WIth ~o partlcular profeSSIon or voca-
ially, remain stagnant, but may tIOn, he dabbled m .a numb~r C?f experunents. He was typograp~er aIfd 
change from day to day as the per- comp.assman on a tunber ShIP 10 nOrthweste:-n Washing~on, ~~itlSh Co-
sonalities fluctuate in your estima- lum.b~a and Alaska for two years a~d lent hIS hand to l~ealIStlCally .or-
tion. It is not playing the game to gamzmg a t:avel bureau for the Natlonal. Stud.ent FederatlOn of AmerIca. 
have no violent likes or dislikes, a.l- Throug~ thIS .a.gency he was fortunate . m b~l~g able to travel.through 
though a constant pugnacious na- the. J?a1O capl~als of ~urope an~ for hI~ effICIent w?rk ' he atta1O.ed ~he 
ture is frowned upon. Bribery is a posltlOn of aSSIstant drre?tor of 1OternatlOn~1 e~ucatIOn, an orgamzatIOn 
common practice used in procuring :;ponsored by the CarnegIe a~d Rockefeller 1OstItutes. . 
dates, but if the possession of a car . ~n 193.4 Murrow v.:as put ~n ch.arge of the pers?nnel, fmance, a~d pub-
and fat government checks fail LlcatlOns 10 the foreIgn offIces 10 London, Pans, Geneva, Berlm, and 
black-mail will also be condoned: Vienn~. ~is enabl.ed him to e~tablish. contacts which were to prove val-
For after all, the making of dates uable In hIS later .1Ife as. a ~OreIgn ~~dlO c?rrespondent. . . 
is just prelude to fun , facts, friends In 1935 he ~btamed hIS fIrst :p0sltlon WIth the. ColumbIa Broadcastmg 
and fellowship. System, ~ecommg t~e overseas dIrector of ColumbIa'S department of Talks 
and SpeCIal Events 10 London. 
groes we are to admlt. WIll Bard bars feel, the prospective Negro stu-
set up a quota system" or WIll. Ne- dent had best be warned. A student 
groe~ be accepted on . the baSIS of who, is unable to participate in all 
prevIOUS school expenence, l?~esent of Bard life will be unhappy. Re 
perform~nce , and the prot:>abllIty o,~ strictions 'of any sort are difficult to 
success 10 the Bard enVIronment bear. If Negroes are not welcome at 
(Bard catalOgUe-Jan~ary . 19~6) as Andy's and Peter 's in Red Hook and 
ar~ .all other stude.nts. WIll prob- at the Rhinebeck Diner a very un-
a~nhty of "success m the Bard en- comfortable situation will arise. To 
vlronme~t be translated to mean have some members of the com-
only SOCIal succes~? It would seem munity unwelcome in the neighbor-
that to be tru~y lIberal all stUdents I ing establishments will be an in-
must be. admItted. on exactly t~1e tolreable situation. DR. GENZMER'S TALK 
same baSIS. There IS one great dIs- I 
On his way to Poland for a broadcast called "School of the Air" in 
March, 11938, he received word that the Nazis invaded Austria. Charter-
ing a 23 passenger plane as the sole passenger, he flew to Vienna in time 
to describe to America and the rest of the world an eye witness account of 
German troops goose-stepping into the city of Gemutlichkeit. 
advantage to this complete equality Bard must carefully consider this (Con tinned from Page 1, Column 3) 
in the admissions program. If only I' entire problem. We must decide how istic in the same way that the study 
one Negro, for example, is found many Negroes are to be admitted of Chinese history gives courage for 
the future. He has shown us that 
suitable for admission, he may I and how they are to be admitted. our present difficulties are not new, 
rightly. feel "out of place':' If three I "Yhen the probability of the admis- and have been surmounted in the 
or fOUl Negroes are admItted, they SlOn of Negroes to Bard has become past. He gave me at least the hope 
will probably form a clique and tend I a c'ertainty-, it will be the duty of all that as long as we are loyal to the 
to become slightly re~oved from I Bardians to make sure that all es- Cbllege it will thrive. 
the rest of the commumty. S~ould I tablishment off campus are willing I only wish that Mr. Genzmer 
more womer: than men be. adm~tted, to acc~pt our new students - and would publish some of this, and do 
another SOCIal problem wlll anse. I more Important that all Bard is for Bard College what Boswell did 
feel that there is a definite number I willing to accept them. for Johnson. 
Then, back in London he described the frenzied days when Chamber-
lain was a London-to-Berlin air-commuter. 
In March, 1939, he told the story of the end of Czechoslovakia, and 
to him fell the important task of placing experts in European cities to 
report their observations over C.B.S. He hired notables such as William 
L. Shirer, whom he put in charge of the Berlin post. Thru this policy 
he was able to build a backlog of information on Europe's inner workings ' 
that became invaluable in his "This is London!" broadcasts. 
(Continued on Page 6, Column 1) I 
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Stanwitz Stanwitz 
By ROBERT "STANWITZ STANWITZ" SAGALYN 
Stanwitz Stanwitz was a very nice guy. Sometimes he used to lose 
his temper like the time he clubbed his mother gently with the egg beater. 
But she had it coming to her anyhow. Stanwitz Stanwitz asked for three-
minute eggs and his mother gave him four-minute eggs. So" poor Stan-
witz Stanwitz lost his mind. His mother was a lousy cook anyhow. 
But really Stan Stan-as the boys at the corner drug store called 
him-was a very likeable feHow. He'd do anything you asked. Always 
running the black market for the boys, treated dumb animals like he 
treated himself, and in general conducting himself like a gentleman. 
Stan Stan was very strong too, and the boys at the drug store were 
always showing him off to strangers that came in for a soda or to buy 
cigarettes. Their favorite trick was to have stan Stan take two large 
telephone books and tear them apart. Some guy named Spatlas, some-
thing like that, the guy who advertises in the maagzines that he was 
an incubator baby and now, because of his special interior, exterior ex-
ercises, no longer has to wear any oxygen mask, this guy Spatlas is 
renowned for tearing one 'telephone book. But good old Stan Stan with-
out the intirior, exterior exercises can tear two at a time. Of course I 
have to admit that Stan stan had a slight advantage over Spatlas. Stan 
was born with two right arms. Don't ask me how it happened. I wasn't 
there. His left arm and right arm were in the correct places. But the 
extra right arm was just below his right s:tloulder. It sort of came out 
of his side. 
Naturally people thought that there was something wrong with poor 
Stan Stan and as ar esult, he developed a terrible inferiority complex. 
He became "right arm conscious." It took him a long time to get over 
this disease, but he finally cured it by having suits made with extra 
large pockets on the right side, so large in fact, that he was able to 
deposit his extra right arm in the pocket. Before he had these special 
suits made, Stan Stan almost caused riots until people got used to 
him. Especially when he went into a restaurant. Stan would sit down 
and when he began to feed himself with three hands instead of two, 
other people next to him thought that he was queer. Of course he 
wasn't queer. There was absolutely nothing wrong with Stan Stan. He 
just had three hands. 
Stan Stan wasn't a dumb person either. Some people thought that 
he was because the army wouldn't draft him but then the army didn't 
draft a lot of people. Of course the results of Stan's Army IQ test 
were locked up in Ft. Knox after it was checked. Stan Stan made an 
unusual grade on this exam. I happened to know a cute WAC at Knox 
who was in charge of the 155 howitzers, who knew the guy who oiled 
the locks that locked tSan Stan's IQ results up in one of the vaults. 
She told me ,first making me swear under my breath that I would never 
tell anyone, not even my collie dog where I found out~that stan stan's 
IQ mark was the onily one like it in the history of the army. It was a 
199. The only trouble was though that there was a point in front of 
the one. Anyhow, maybe the army didn't have a job for a guy like Stan 
stan. The officers always had trouble telling guys with two arms what 
to do. Maybe the high command thought that three arms might con-
fuse their officers and as a result cause a fall of morale in the officers' 
club. 
Stan didn't spend all his time at the corner drug store with all the 
other loafers. No, sir. After all, Stan Stan had a Great Dane to support. 
Got rather tired carrying him around on his shoulders but again that 
shows you what a swell guy he was. stan Stan did odd jobs around the 
town (besides a little trading in old blinces) lie cleaning windows, blow-
ing up deflated rubber tires (with his mouth. He got callouses from using 
a hand pump), cutting grass, gardening. He was always in demand too 
because he was such a hard worker. Mothers especially like to hire him 
as a sitter. There wasn't anyone except Stan Stan who could change 
• a baby's diapers, give him his bottle and burp the baby at the same time. 
Stan Stan though, had to learn life the hard way, through beer doors 
and turn-stiles. He tried school when he was very. young but they threw 
him , out his second day in kindergarten. Another little boy not quite 
normal as Stan Stan (he had only two arms ( carelessly let his fingers 
fall into a little toy vise. Innocent Stan Stan was standing nearby and 
being young and with three arms, he began to tighten the vise. The 
other little boy who had let his fingers stray could not get them out and 
asked Stan Stan in the language of the child of the kindergarten age, 
"Please kind sir" will you loosen the vise. You are 'twerting my little 
'wingers." You can tell from the kid's vocabulary what high type of 
children went to this school. Stan Stan naturally replied in his best and 
most polite language. 
"Ahaah, shut up!" 
As it turned out the other kid was left handed and really didn't need 
all those fingers anyhow. After that incident though, the school authori-
ties said that Stan Stan would have to leave. Of course you can see that 
this happened before progressive education came into being. Nowadays, 
if this had happened in a progressive school, the progressive kindergarten 
teacher would simply just pick up the fingers and put them back with 
scotch tape. Stan Stan would then be given special lessons directed 
towards architecture since his interest towards this field had been 
cQ1I1municated by his interest in the toy vise. But the wrong school of 
thought was prevailing at the time. 
And, so, we bid fond farewell to stanwitz Stanwitz or Stan Stan 
as his friends call him, and know that despite his handif:aps and three 
arms, he'll make good in this good old world. 
SMITH BROTHERS, IND. 
CANDY - RESTAURANT - BAKERY 
13-15 Market St. Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
The Bardian, ,May 23, 1946 
To The Members Of The Community: .. 
Non:: As a reply to this article the Editors refer the reader to the lead Editorial, Page Two. 
At the request of the editors of THE BARDIAN, I am writing to comment on the ~rticle which ap-
peared in the last issue on the subject of my suggestions to the Council for the reorganization of 
the community government. I interpret this request as a gratifying indication of that "Inquiring 
Mind" which we like to believe is nurtured by our educational program at Bard. 
The author of the article under discussion seems to have been dramatically inspired! My sug-
gestions were put into the form of a memorandum which was mimeographed for the convenience of 
my fellow members on the Council to study and react to. That they should prematurely blossom 
forth . as the "Dean's Rescript" is of course good publicity for them. 
In regard to the honor pledge, I explained to the Council and to others that it was really 
not my original suggestion but that of students and that although I wish to support it I did not wish 
to take credit for the idea. Why the adoption of an honor pledge as a standard for community mem-
bers should be thought incompatible with the ideal of self-direction in education is not clear to me. 
On the contrary, an honor pledge represents the ultimate in self-direction in accordance . with 
the part of the student that he accepts this responsibility. An honor pledge is a "credo"-astate-
ment of ideals and purposes. Throughout the world's history a credo has been used effectively in 
uniting the members of an organization in a common cause. Modern psychology upholds the prac-
tice, and indeed uses it in psychotherapy. My experience in dealing with instances of academic dis-
honesty this year have led me to think that an honor system at Bard would at least help to point 
up and clarify the problem. The usual excuse in such cases now is that of ignorance of the stan-
dards which are accepted at Bard and also that others here are doing the same things without be-
ing challenged. 
What matters most to the College is that the best standards of academic work and of social 
activities be maintained. The honor pledge gives a basis for definite understanding as to whether 
the prospective student at Bard is willing to cooperate in maintaining the standards of the Col 
lege. If he is not willing to do so, I believe we should insist that he go to any other community 
he knows of. No one at Bard would be interested in undertaking the responsibility of supervising 
the conduct of such a student. It is unfortunate that the Honor Pledge has been presented as an 
aspect of morals rather than intelligence. Possibly if the wording were changed from a "pledge" to 
a certificate of understanding that a college education is of value only when one does one's own work, 
acknowledges the ideas and facts of others when they are recognized, and attempts some factual 
rather than moral measure of reliability in one's given word and representation, the sting of "moral" 
implications may be removed and the accepted virtue of intelligence be substituted. 
It is quite true that the function of the Special Committee is primarily that of education but 
at times our efforts fail and we find that a student must be asked to leave the Community. In prep-
paring the transcript of his record it is difficult to describe his "suspension" in terms of "education" 
so that other institutions will accept him as a transfer. Parents may be aware that "suspension" som'e-
times has a superlatively educative effect, but they usually consider it as a "penalty" to be paid not 
only by the student but by themselves as well. • 
I said quite frankly to members of the Council that in my outline I had used the words "ac-
cused", "offense", and "penalty" in the commonly accepted sense. At the primary and secondary 
school levels one would not think of employing these terms, but in an adult world one can scarcely 
avoid the ' appearance of preciosity in refusing to use clearly understood terms because they happen 
to have somewhat legal meanings. I disagree with the author: it is not difficult to imagine the cam-
pus seething over the case of "The Community vs. Hefflefinger" if HefJlefinger runs amok! 
A definite sign-out regulation was suggested. It would be a great convenience both for the 
students and for the College if students left word where they could be reached when away from the 
campus for any considerable length of time. There has been no small amount of trouble and expense 
because of their failure to do so. The pretense that there is a sign-out procedure operating in the 
girls' dormitories has been worn shabby. It was said that a plan whereby proctors might report 
students· who are missing from the College without signing out would be very helpful in protecting 
the College (which is all of us) and the individual from harmful and even vicious criticism. The im-
portance of some adequate measure of this kind can scarcely be overemphasized. Only recently a 
parent telephoned long after midnight to insist that her daughter be called to the phone imme-
diately. The student could not be located for some time. There have been a number of comparable 
instances, involving both men and women. Someof them have had serious implications. Surely only 
the most unsophisticated person could fail to see the advantage of a reliable sign-out system to the 
individual students and to the reputation of the College. A sign-out system is viewed with alarm 
by some students at Bard. There would seem to be a desire to retain the present requested proce-
dure but to ignore it. 
The idea that the educational objectives at Bard are so advanced in thought and so lofty III 
philosophical content that no words can be found to define and describe them is flattering to 
our egos but simply means that we do not know what we are trying to do. 
A truly liberal progressive college has been described again and again by leaders in educa-
tion, and only recently there appeared in SCHOOL AND SOCIETY an excellent "Portrait of a Liber-
al Student" by Dean Ruth Wright of City College. 
At Bard we have had after all a very limited experience in coeducational community government. 
The suggestions which were offered as a basis for the discussion of a reorganization of community 
government do not involve anything essentially new and original. They are simple adaptations of 
procedures which have been found to be effective on other campuses in 'the attainment of ideals we 
all recognize. There are more than 750 Liberal Arts Colleges in the United States, many of them hav-
ing some form of cooperative government. We are human enough to profit from their human exper-
ience! 
Most of us have found that a certain minimal amount of regulation is necessary for orderly liv-
ing. It may be that at Bard a sufficient number of regulations have already been adopted by the 
Community. It seems, however, that we do not have the proper means for seeing that these reg-
ulations are observed. Such a condition ~ay be satisfactory to some students, but not, I think, to the 
majority of students, and certainly not the Dean of the College insofar as her responsibilities are con-
cerned. Probably differing viewpoints arise from the impact of difficulties inherent in an environ-
ment upon the particular position an individual occupies. The underlying' problem appears to be 
this: Where does or can the responsibility, and therefore the direct authority of the Administration 
end and the responsibility, freedom and authority of the Convocation begin? 
When complaints about the social and academic conduct of the College are made to whom do 
they come? If they are made by the Board of Regents they come either to the President of the Col-
lege or to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees; if they are made by parents they come to these 
authorities, or to the Dean. Should they come instead to the Chairman of Convocation or to the 
House Presidents, and if so, would these students be willing to assume any financial responsibility 
which might be incurred? (Signed) GRACE S. FORBES, Dean 
BARD vs BARD 
By Elie A. Shneour 
The last few terms have seen Bard falling deeper and deeper into 
social quicksands, without anyone even lifting a finger to attempt a 
rescue, worthy of that term. 
From different sources on campus, from the president of the Col-
lege down to the lowliest freshman, have come proposals and counter-
proposals on what should be done to develop "social consciousness," 
to prevent cheating in academic matters, to formulate in black and 
white what Bard stands for. From time to time, in Council and Con-
vocation meetings, these ideas cause some sharp clash, often shockingly 
personal which result in giving the spectators at least some awareness 
that something is wrong. 
The Bardian, May 23, 1946 
Chamber Pot Pourri 
F.S.--D. O'M. 
Far too little is known on eampus concerning The Aspinwall Fringe. 
This cluster ot shrinking violets eenters around George "De Lawd" 
Blackstone and Larry "One World (and Austria)" Henderson. Black-
stone, as you probably know, receives confessions every Monday night 
from the erring members of the dorm. With the exception of Henry 
Frothingam, who was excommunicated, liberal Blackstone generally grants 
absolution. Frothingham is now living in exile in Albee despite numer-
ous attempts at extradition. Treasurer for Aspinwall is scrawny Les. 
Cooke, former chaplain's assistant in the Marine COrps. 
The influential Kingston Block is lead by the drinking Kaplan, 
Armon. This group . of public-spirited -citizens was entirely responsible 
for the reopening of the Kingston-Rhinecliff ferry service. It seems they 
were tired of dog-paddling across the Hudson to the homeland. 
This column has been callously accused of restricting its comments 
only to our own circle . of acquaintances. Realizing the extent of this 
sentiment we decided to write a ew bon mots about Janet Reinthal, 
Lorene Kramer and Meyer Rappaport; but we haven't been able to find 
anyone who knows who they are or who has ever seen them. Many peo-
ple in fact, doubt their existence and there is a persistent rumor circu-
lating about that they are merely names with which Tanny Polster is 
stuffing the ballot boxes in favor of dubious causes. 
Social notes from all over: 
Terms ago it was' the Dining Commons, it was the Buildings and 
Grounds, now it is the Honor Pledge. Or so it appears: every term 
we come back with the f.eeling "'VeIl, we took care of that one, this 
term is going to be like cutting butter with a hot knife." But no ... 
the second day wild rumors spread to the effect that Mr. X has done 
so and so, my GOSH! Wait till next Convocation meeting! We'll 
fix him! Anthony Harrigan, the poor man's Edgar Guest, has been intention-ally left out of Louis Untermeyer's next anthology. The Bardian wishes 
As someone so aptly puts it, we are fighting symptoms, not deep to protest this obvious display of anti-Semitism on the part of Mr. Unter-
rooted causes. What are these mysterious causes? meyer. 
It seems that our community is rather an agglomeration of indivi-
dualists, where the position of each member is so tremendously above 
the community that there is no unified goal. Every faculty and stu-
dent has a different conception of what Bard stands for, and assum-
ing he is right; he lives by it. Result: As' individual assertions are left 
unchallenged, they grow bolder and increase the distintegrating in-
fluence on the community. 
. Louis Fusscas, straw boss of the waiters who are, at this writing, strik-
mg for finger bowls, can be found any time this summer pedaling his 
Senior Project along Sixth Avenue with a wary eye out for the cops. 
We'd like to write about someone in South Hoffman, but we haven't 
been able to find out who lives there, since they're either in South Hall 
or the Gym. Only once was there anyone in the dorm and then they 
were throwing water at each other so we had to leave. 
Such anarchistic condition results in lack of respect for any at-
tempt to bring the community together. We need closer faculty-
student relationship, more respect for each other's point of view. F ' 
If this convocation has been given the "privilege" to govern it- oster s Follies 
By Pete Monath 
self in many aspects of its administration, then let the extent of that 
privilege be made clear. Let the president interpret the goals of Bard, 
not in vague terms, but as the leader of this College, and guide the 
faculty and students into a more integrated society. The Dodgers are stilr in the lea- tories and a clean record is in first 
gue lead but the game this after- place. Right behind the Hoft'man-
New faculty should be oriented into the Bard system, and all noon featuring the pride of Ann- ites comes Albee, which was club-
faculty should spend more time discussing Bard with their advis:ees andale versus the American Legion bed to death by South Hoft'man 
and invite constant constructive criticism. Students who strongly team from Tivoli should bring to (even though Mel Friedman took a 
believe that this College has something unique to offer, must by their the fore another aspirant for the few minutes off from his perch in 
action and examples help faculty and students to the betterment of ll"ight to wear the crown signifying the Library to weigh in with a few 
existing conditions. the best team in baseball. lusty smashes), due to six rather 
StudentS, too, must stop their nagging at the faculty and admin- The Bard boys have played these amusing errors by Big Boy Brown, 
istration, and argue with them in a fashion which is that of a demo- selfsame Tivolyites thrice previous- and who in return clubbed Aspin-
cratic institution. ly, and twice have come out on the wall to a jelly. In the cellar, with 
short end of things, winning only, little opposition from any quarter, 
Through mutual help and understanding and fearless and frank the first game of this series by a peacefully lanquishes Aspinwall who 
criticism from all can we expect to save the great ideal of Bard. four to two count. It definitely can has had the grace to lose to both 
WE HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE! 
Music Worl{shup .. Revie'l 
By Ben Heller 
Tanny Polster and Dr. Goeb for 
the quartet. The pieces had unity 
and wer-e marked by the fine tone 
of Spector and Kotik. 
be said that the Bard pitching staff Hoffman and Aibee. 
I 
hai shown itself to advantage and Since we seem to be firmly estab-
that the hitting has held up its end jlished upon the bandwagon of in-
of things. However, in the ~ield' i tramurals we ought to do some-
the defense has been. amazm~ly thing about improving the present 
weak, fly balls have been ConSlS- system which d r ·t i h t 
tently lost in the sun on cloudy e 1m e y as no 
days, and ground balls have had an been what it should and could be. 
annoying tendency to escape un- Under the present system of intra-
I noticed between the legs of in- dorm series, a dormitory, such as 
I f ioPlrlprl' ~~ '~ ';:·ever, the game being South Hoffman at present, by a 
l-l~:=.yed !;uuay if the weather, which mere matter of room arrangement, 
it hasn't of late, permits, might very may find itself with a top heavY 
well go t~ the Bardians. array of "stars" and in a position 
to beat all opposition with little 
trouble. Since this hinders a good 








Rhinebeck, New York 
FLOWERS BY WIRE 
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Ethan A. Coon & Co. 
Cat Flowers, Floral Deeicns 
Single and Double Violet. 
PHONE 92-Fi 
Violet Ave. Rhinebeck, N. Y. 
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THE BORDEN CO 
12 North Bridge Street 
Tel. Poughkeepsie 1320 
PougI,keepsie, N. Y. 
A musIC workshop was held in 
Bard Hall on Monday night, May 
13th, in preparation for a concert 
to be given on M.ay 27th. The 
debut of the Bard College Orch-
estra, a group of fourteen students 
under the leadership of Dr. Goeb, 
marked an evening of chamber 
The last game between these two 
squads, which, by the way, Tivoli 
pulled out of the fire with a fou' 
'· The Lark " an arrangement I run last inning" was r.ath~r ~nevent-
splitting up the male population of , _____________ -. 
nusic. 
, , ful save for a fme thIrd mnmg play 
for B flat tenor saxaphone, was by Rip Mathers which caused the 
')layed by Ruel Baker and de- opposing thir?- baseman to fall down 
1 • and break hIS arm. 
served its good receptIOn. Two of . 
-; H d 1 . G . The old softball is being d~ny 
1\1ost of the students played in ' George an e 's sonatas III ml- smashed around down at Bark Park 
hree or more selections, and when I nor were given: one for one violin and notwithstanding the fact that 
one considers the schedule many and piano and the other for double Dick Foster, who has been serving 
a Bard student labors . under, they violin and piano . Polster was ac- as Umpire and bat boy, has been . nearly clubbed to death on several 
are especially deserving of praise. companied by Naomi Cooper with and sundry occasions, a good time is 
Dr. Goeb, as guiding light and restraint and clear tone in the first being had by all. In the interdorm 
lirector of the workshop, has done sonata and Spector and Dr. Goeb series South Hoffman with two vic-
a fine job. The genera.! calibre of , joined with Carlisle in the latter. 
the performances was high and the A woodwind trio by Aubade was 
the .:ollege into four, or as many 
possible, evenly ' divided squa<is, 
rather then intradorm games, should 
be established. This ' would make a 
success of the intramural program, 
and go a long ways towards elim-
inating the "what's the use of 
playing, they're gonna win anyway" 
feeling. It would mean a great deal 
more work for the Athletic Director, 
but if the intramural program is to 
6e a success, this seems ,J be the 
only plausible way to insure it..; 
success. 
musicians gave the impression scored for flute , clarinet, and 
that they were at ease with and oboe; Dick Sherman, Hy Rich- BARD COLLEGE STORE mclerstood the music. The pro- ardson, and Dorlan Eighmie play-
gram, in contrast to the unvaried ed the composition, heard for the 
selections of the faculty concert first time by most of the audience. 
a week ago, contained .a mixture 
of mood- and medium. The orchestra played a Chorale 
and fugue by Bach, the vigorous 
The best performances were the J ota, a Spanish dance by Gren-
Trio No.8 of Beethoven and the ados, and Praeludium by Arinas 
A minor Quartet of Schubert (the Jainefelt. The results of the few 
first three movements) . Abe practices this group has had was 
Spector, Jack Kotik, and Kitty qUlte ImpressiYe, as was the en-
Carlisle rendered the trio, while tire concert, and all participants 
Spector and Kotik were joined by I should be congratulated. 
BOOKS, EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE, NOVELTIES 
The STORE is prepared to procure any items 
that are not carried in its regular stocks and ~~e 
procurable. 
Savings in your purchases, of whate\-er nature, 
can be realized and the benefits returned to you. 
Let the STORE order for yOU· 
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Fabulous In Dreams Baton Relief On A Tomb 
By Ben Heller 
I move, through whiles of sleep, to you. 
There has been a lot of talk lately 
about the music critiques in the Bar-
dian, a lot of discussion as to what 
MEMORIAL TO B~Rn STUDENTS FALLEN 
IN THIS WMt 
Without this dream of ever, I would be 
Stale hours in an instrument of years. 
So, fabulous in dreams, you give to me 
This womb of love, a muscle of your fame, 
Thast choruses along my flesh, and wears 
Its fugued beauty in your face. 
You come and wrap the morning without sun 
with light in soft enclosures of your voice 
That trespass into my sorrow without shame, 
And strings enchantment in your song. 
I move out of dreas to you, into smiles; 
Give my simple night away, cast morning on your hair, 
And dare to occupy this love and call your name. 
Roger Hecht 
Dispersal Of Cities And. Industries 
Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
I they are and what they should be, 
and a lot of emotions involved. It 
seems to be time for an attempted 
clarification of what good criticism 
requires and how we, as students at 
:bard, can meet these standards. 
Criticism certainly is an art, and 
a good critiqu~ is like the work of 
a good artist. A cr.tic must be ob-
jective; his judgment must be based 
on the merits of the music and its 
perlOrmance. He experiences emo-
tions upon. hearing music, but the 
emot~on of appreCiation is the only 
one that should affect his evalua-
tion. The best critic has at his dis-
posal an extensive musical back-
ground from which he can draw on 
LCJ. interpret each selection. To 
treat one piece adequately, he must 
know the music he is reviewing; he 
must know its history and the work 
of the composer. as well as his con-
temporaries. He must be thorough-
ly famillar with the particular art 
{orm and realize the problems, par-
ticularly of technique, that face the 
composer. He must be aware of the 
requirements of performance and 
have the indefinable quality known 
as aesthetic taste or judgment. And 
finally, he should express his opin-
ion with clarity. 
If the compOSition reviewed is a 
new work, the situation is slightly 
different. Most of our require-
ments hold true, b'ut obviously, the 
critic cannot know the piece. In 
this case, the background stated as 
necessary is particularly valuable 
It is here, in the ability to evaluate 
upon first hearing, that the art of 
criticism is revealed. 
These are our standards. The 
question now arises as to how the 
itudent critic at Bard can meet 
them. We see two limiting factors 
that make it difficult for the college 
pupil, especially at a small school 
like Bard. In the first place, he is 
a member of a small group and in 
the second, the degree of capability 
he can have attained at his age is 
seldom sufficient. 
In an atomic war, COngested. cities knock out a c:ount~ with a dis-
would become deathtraps. A coun- persed population if an intema-
try like the United states with a tional agreement had insured. the 
large part of its population con- world against the existence of large 
centrated in big cities along vulthe stockpiles of atomic bombs. Thus 
eastern seaboard is particularly - Because the reviewer belones to 
nerable to the devastating 1mpact dispersal of cities may help to main- a small community, he is in a dif-
of atomic bombs. Would it help to tain the peace by affording a breath- ferent position from . the profes-
disperse our cities and industries, to ing spell during which conciliation sional critic. He reaches, not large 
spread homes and plants over the may be attempted. impersonal audiences, but readers 
countryside, or even to buUd under- composed of his friends, of those he 
ground accommodations? It has b.een argued that an effort lives with. In addition to report-
toward~ dlspersal or ev~n a serious ing different events, he must try to 
Of course, such dispersal is costlY disCUSSIon of the subJect in one please his friends: a situation raUl-
and means great changes in our country is provocative to the rest er difficult for detached criticism 
way of life. However, two argu- of the w~rld. If this argument No matter how he attempts to be 
ments can be advanced in lts favor. were true, It would als.o apply to all impersonal in his articles, emotions 
First, it is a form of defense. Sec- other purely defensive measures are often aroused. If the perform-
ond, it helps to maintain the peace. such as the ~onstruction of anti- ers are members of the faculty, his 
In the case of sudden attack, dis- a1rcr~t ~atterIe~. If a country ful- po&ition is complicated by the fact 
persal of cities may mean the dif- fllls Its mternatlOnal obligation not! that though the musicians might 
ference between extermination of to make atomic bombs and other I take' wha the says as pure criticism, 
one-third of our population and the JDaJor destructive weapons, then the others will misconstrue his actions 
death of only a few million people. dispersal of cities cannot be con- as lack of respect. Then too, the 
Only! .This shows both :the imper- ceived as a s~ep in an a.rIn8:ment critic is restricted by a newspaper 
fection and the necessity of thls ~e. ~ adC;Utlon, sex:tous dlScus- that wants something out of the 
step toward defense. SlOn of Clty d~ersal Will make this ordinary, yet not too daring, and in 
Dispersed populations and indus- magmtude of th~ lSS'\Jes involved to cutting at any point. 
tries make war less probable and and thus more WIlling to work ac-
and !lther nations. aware of the an aUoted number of lines, subject I 
less sudden because the aggressor's tively for world cooperation. Most important is the difficulty 
gain from a surprise attack is re- .. . the student has in meeting our 
duced. Suppose, for example, that . ~o be su!e, nelt~er rebUlld~g our standards is the fact that he is a 
a dispute arises be.tween the sign- cltle~ nor mternatlonal treatIes can student. It is rare that his library 
ers of an international agreement. prOVIde more than a. temporary of information will include all the 
Existence of big cities may then pre- measure of safety. Nothrng that we p~eces he is to hear, especially if 
sent a tempting target to an aggres- can now pla~ as. a .defense for the the programs are constructed to 
sor who may even believe that he \' ~ext generatIOn IS. lIkely t~ be sat- introduce lesser known music. He 
is acting in self-defe~e. A sur- Isfactory;. that IS, nothmg but seldom has been able to gain more 
prise attack cannot Immediately world-umon. than a sketchy idea of the problems 
GOOD WILL JOURNALIST 
(Continued from Page 3, Oolumn ljJ 
of composition. His youth limits 
the possibility of his having expen-
enced the various art forms past a 
speaking acquaintance and his gen-
eral fund of background history de-
pends on his research. As a college 
HEWN IN STONE RELIEF 
SYMBOL OF 11-IE SOUL 
THERE THE YOUNG BOY STANDS 
AND IN SILENT GRIEF 
DROPS THE EMPTY BOWL 
FROM HIS SUNKEN HANDS. 
PAST THE ADOLESCENT 
IN A NARROW fRAME 
STANDS THE SLENDER URN 
AND THE MOON AS CRESCENT 
SENDS mE HOLY FLAME 
IN ETERNAL TURN. 
BlIT HIS SILENT UP , 
AND HIS HOLLOW EYE 
FACE THE RIM OF STONE 
WHERE A SILENT SHIP 
SLOWLY PASSES BY 








OLDEST HOTEL IN AMEkICA 
Rhinebeck, N ew York 
'"The Rendezvous of Friends" 
In 1914 he was assigned to write the preface to "Bloody but Unbowed," 
a pictorial record of Britain at war which was printed in the United 
states in June, 1941. Murrow's book, "This is London," a compilation of 
the texts of his radio reports, appeared in the summer of 1941. 
student, he should be able to ex-
press himself clearly. The point of .----...:..--------------------------, 
his difficulty really lies in the fact 
After the United states entered the war Murrow and his staff not 
only interpreted the English war effort to this country but also did much 
to make the people of England aware of the trends of American opinion 
and thought in regard to the war. 
The thoroughness with which he did his job and the example he set 
for future journalistic representatives of the United states as far as be-
coming acute observ.ers of a foregn land set a high standard for these 
successors of his. Murrow has recently been appointed a Vice-president of 
C.B.S. and there is little doubt that he will be responsible for the future 
news broadcasts of that company. A fact which speaks well for the con-
tribution which will probably be made by C.B.S. commentators abroad 
who will follow in Murrow's footsteps in becoming journalists of Good-
will, 'as they reveal the truths about foreign nations to this country and 
In becoming as proficient in their work do, as Murrow did, a great deal 
advance the cause of understanding between people of the world. 
that he is not a professional critic; 
h~~ occupation is student and he 
does not make a living from, and 
specializing in, music criticism. 
The good student critique would 
contain as much experience of mu-
sic as the critic is able to bring to 
bear on the subject; the greater the 
experience, the greater the possi-
bility of a good review. It would 
show an aesthetic taste and judg-
MEATS -·GROCERIES - FRUITS - VEGETABLES 
BIRDSEYE FROSTED FOODS 
w. C. AUCOCK ESTATE 
College delivery ment and, above all, leave the writ-er open to criticism in reference to 
one point only, the calibre of his I evaluations. 1 ________________________________ 1 






"But I don't want to go to Mike's, I've got to study!" 
Dance Group Presents 
Sen,iors 
(Continued from Page 1, Column 5) 
,-to religion. He professes to know 
nothing about either! (modest isn't 
he?) 
His senior project deals with the 
evangelist, Dwight L. Moody, and 
hlS attempted religi~us revivals in 
New York and Brooklyn from 1875 
to 1876. , 
His future plans hinge on his ac-
ceptance at the Yale University 
Divinity School which he expects to 
enter in the very near future. He 
hop·es to make his future contribu-
tions in this field. 
. Even Mr. Friou has something of 
Import to say to us. "After dis-
cussing methods of education with 
students from other educational in-
stitutions, I'm convinced that our 
amademic policies are among the 
best. Among the weaknesses of 
Bard is primarily the lack of funds 
causing the overcrowded conditions: 
etc. The adviser system, especially 
for the entering student could be 
materially improved by a careful 
study of the aptitudes and interests 
,of the student. With a carefully 
planned program the student can-
I 




Francis James Gavin was born in 
Spokane, Washington and attended 
Dr . CL<rls:m's School at East Hamp-
ton, Long Island, and Pompano 
Florida, before entering Bard. H~ 
has been a history major since his 
arrival and has shown particular 
interest in the field of Social 
Studies. 
His senior project deals with an 
historical survey of western rail-
i roads, tracing the origin and de-
velopment of those roads extend-
ing to the Pacific coast. He ac-
credits his extreme interest in rail-
roads to the fact that his father 
owns stock in one of our large west-
ern systems. His project is one of 
the longest in the history of Bard 
College, having an expanse of close 
to 500 pages. This is a true indica-
tion of Jim's interest and undim-
inished effort in all scholastic en-
deavors_ 
His future plans are integrally 
tied up with the law profession. He 
hopes to enter law school in the 
fall of this year. 
Jim has often expressed his sen-
timents about the Bard system be-
fme graduating from a school which 
he feels has greatly affected his 
life, and the experience of which 
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East Market Street 
RHINEBECK, N. Y. 
FOR COCKTAILS 
RED HOOK HOTEL 
ON-THE-CORNER 
Popular Priced Lunches and Dinners 
BARD COLLEGE TAXI 
GEO. F. CARNRIGHT 
Call From Either 
RHINEBECK or .BARRYTOWN 
STATIONS 
Phone 165 Red Hook 
On Friday, May 3rd, and Saturday, May 4th, the Bard ,College 
Dance Department presented its annual \Vorkshop of original com-
positions under the direction of Miss Weigt. The first part of the 
program contained largely solo dances, and began with a lively "Galli-
arde" by Sara Cashman and Frank Lemmon with specially wpitten 
music by Sue Wender., It was followed by an authentic and pictur-
esque " Minuet" performed by Cris Frerichs and Sallie Wilensky, 
who burlesqued their own efforts in a gay, modern "Satire." Next 
came three solos, a slow and expressive Sarabande by Sa.llie Wilensky 
entitled "Supplication," a light, jazzy interpretation by Sara Cash-
man of one of Gershwin's popular Preludes in sharp contrast to the 
other dances, and a. second and moving Sarabande, "Anguish," danced 
~by Frerichs. The dancing was impres'sive and much of the choreo-
graphy thoughtful and inventive in these compositions. The final 
number on this port~on of the program was a Primitive dance done to I 
a percussion accompaniment. 
F. H. PIERSON & SON 
One of the greatest hits of the evening, as enthusiastic audiences 
can testify, was the dance "E4uberance" performed by Charles Mc-
Kenna, Frank Lemmon and Jerry Weinstein. In expressing the color 
read with creative movement, they jumped and somersaulted about 
the floor to the delight of the spectators. Equally well-received was 
the children's phantasy in yellow, "Whimsy," composed and energetic-
ally danced by Elaine Hollender, Sallie Wilensky and Cris Frerichs. 
Sa.ra Cashman, Maureen Troy and Miss Weigt glided gracefully 
through "Elegy," a calm, sustained piece of choreography inspired by 
the color blue. This group of dances ended with a shadowy, black 
work ca.lled "Noctourne" which was performed by the eight students 
from the other color dances. The music for these compositions was 
written and played by Dr. Schwartz. . 
The final work was an exciting and lengthy production designed 
by Chris Frerichs. This was a group of dances composed for the play 
"Yerma," by Lorca, with music arranged by Dr. Goeb. Members of 
the Drama Department as well as all dance students took part in 
"Yerma," which was a beautiful and most colorful pageant highlight-
ed by Sara Cashman's and Chris Frerich's impassioned dancing as the 
Devil and Devil-Wife. 
WOLF'S SPORT SHOP 
WILSON ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
387 Mill Stre~t Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Wholesale Dealers in 
MEATS and POULTRY 
473-477 MAIN STREET 
Poughkeepsie 
Quality Plus Service 
New York 
MAC DOl N E L & ·C 0 0 PER 
Wholesale 
FRUITS and PRODUDE 
475-477 Main Street 
Tel. 4570 or 4571 Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
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OPEN LETTER TO 
MISSOURI KNIGHTS OF 
you HAVE PUBLISHED an advertise-
ment in the New York Times which ap-
peared in other newspapers as well, in 
which you ask "Christians and loyal Amer-
icans" to protest against interfering with 
the beneficient rule of Franco in Spain. Al-
though you talk a bit about putting Franco 
in the right, you talk much more about 
putting Stalin in wrong. We take it that 
you want to do' bOth. Perhaps they are two 
sides of the same coin. 
Your advertisement sows well the seed of anti-Soviet 
war. 
Franco Subjugated Christian Spain 
You say you do not want America to help any-
body "subjugate Christian Spain." But has not 
Christian Spain already been subjugated, and by 
the very Franco whom you want left to dabble his 
fingers in the bath of blood he daily draws from the 
veins of his people? 
In your advertisement you quote Mr. H. E. 
Knoblaugh, pro-FrancQ correspondent, "Le Matin," 
most notorious of the French kept press and ex-
ambassador Carlton Hayes, to give the impression 
that Franco saved Spain from the Reds. 
.Why did you not quote the Catholic Royalist 
Georges Bernanos, whose white hot words describe 
the Archbishop "fluttering his august hands" in a 
blessing over Italian machine guns shooting Spanish 
workers for the crime of carrying a union card? 
Why did you not quote the Catholic Judge Ruiz 
Vilaplana or the Catholic writer Jose Bergamin? 
\Vhy did you fail to mention the priests who opposed 
Franco, like the Bishop of Calahorra, and those 
Basque priests who rotted in Franco's jails? 
Why did you not quote the Catholic philosopher 
Jacques Maritain, now French ambassador at the 
Vatican, who said, "I have no faith in a holy war 
which is ruining Spain with the help of the fascism 
of Signor Mussolini and the racism of Herr Hitler, 
let alone the Moors"? 
Spainish fear of its hierarchy is not hatred for 
Christianity. The Primate of that hierarchy, Cardinal 
Goma, wrote openly iIl a fascist journal, "Action 
Espanola," as follows: 
"And since . . . it was evident . that democ-
racy and universal suffrage were embryonic forms of 
communism and anarchy, we declared that these must 
be fought licitIy-'even by legal means,' we said, in 
order to make it clear, in spite of the censorship, 
that by utilizing legal means . . . we were actually 
paving the way for those who, dropping all scruples 
of legality, would some day march toward honor and 
glory ... " 
There were Cathc;>lics, whom you did Qot quote 
in your advertisement, who remained true to Chris-
tianity and to their "scruples of legality." TheSe 
Cardinal Goma brushed aside: "We, therefore, had 
to fight against the erroneous idea occasionally ad-
vanced in certain Catholic circles regarding the il-
legality of insurrection and the use of force. " 
Franco 's Fascist-Nazi victory was celebrated by 
the Primate who followed Goma with a pastoral 
letter entitled "The Triumph of the City of God 
and the Resurrection of Spain." If this was a prop-
er thing to do then Fascism can live with Christianity, 
indeed can save Christianity from democracy, the 
embryo of anarchism. Is this the point of your 
advertisement? Is this what you want to do to 
America? 
A Question. 
The question which must occur to every "Chris-
tian and loyal American" is: In view of the fact 
that the American Catholic hierarchy's most pub-
licized member, Cardinal Spellman of New York, 
has openly befriended Franco, and that the hier-
archy's parochial press throughout America has 
espoused Franco's cause, and in view of the fact 
that the Knights of Columbus are an important 
weapon of Catholic Action, are we to understand 
that the American conference of Roman Catholic 
Bishops stands behind your advertisement? 
If the answer is yes, then the American hier-
archy stands condemned before the bar of democratic 
public opinion as an advocate of Fascist Spain. The 
American hierarchy should retreat from this position 
before it is too late. 
We Know the Truth Now. 
Ten years ago, this Spring, Badoglio, marched 
into Addis Ababa, and Mus'solini saluted "the re-
appearance of the empire on the fated hills of Rome," 
an empire which he dedicated to pea.ce while sharp-
ening his stiletto for the murder of the Spanish Re-
public. 
His dagger companions were Goering, Hitler and 
Franco; his silent partners were British and Ameri-
can business interests and the Spanish Church, both 
sucking huge profits from the life-blood of Spain. 
(This was not generally known by the American 
people, too busy with their own affairs to pay a.tten-
tion to what went on in those foreign countries where 
the immigrants came from.) 
In August, 1936, after the attack on the Spanish 
Republic had begun, the Roman Catholic hierarchy 
in Germany gathered at Fulda and with the approval 
of the Vatican published a pastoral letter supporting 
Hitler's intervention in Spain. (We were not very 
well informed about this either.) 
When in October, 1936, Mussolini saluted the 
world with more messages of peace, "peace in work, 
and work for peace," Italian planes, materiel, and 
troops, alongside their; Nazi comrades-in-arms, had 
already 'been fighting three months in' Spain. (We 
were not conscious of this. Perhaps we didn't espe-
cially want to know.) 
From 1936 till 1939, the Spanish people stood in 
democracy's gate against -the Fascists, while Britain-
America shamefuUy looked the other way. With 
their bare hands and unconquerable souls they wore · 
down and weakened the Roman end of the Fascist 
Axis so that our task was that much easier when 
we at last woke up to our mortal danger. This his-
toric event was brushed aside by our "statesmen" as 
an incident of little importance. 
THE 
COLUMBUS 
Franco Saved Spain jar Fascism. 
In your advertisement you would give the im-
pression that Franco saved Spain fro mthe Reds 
yet the Spanish government in power when it wa; 
attacked by the Fascists contained neither Ii Com-
munist nor a Socialist, only Republicans or Liberals. 
In the Spanish Corte!, out of 473 members the 
Communists had only 16 seats. In jact the Sp~nish 
government was not e'lJen in diplomatic relations with 
the Soviet Government until after its Army had be-
trayed the Republic and the government did not 
know where to turn for help. What took place in 
Spain took place in Eqrope and later throughout 
~he world. Tyranny, its power unsettled by liberal 
tdeas among the people" initiated the Fascist move-
ment to control popular thought and to paralyze pop-
ular action. For this purpose the Red Bogey was 
conjured up to terrorize the people and drive them 
into the Fascist slaughter pens. 
God Is Not Mocked. 
For ten tragic years our Government kept the 
book of truth about Spain closed tight. At long last 
the State Department has exposed a few pages of 
facts concerning Franco. Just about his aid and 
comfort to Hitler. Not about his criminal attack 
upon the Spanish people. 
The bloody murder of Protestants, Masons, doc-
tors, teachers, trade union workers Republicans' 
death by strangling, torture by the br~aking of bones' 
festivals of blood in which human beings wer~ 
"fought" like bulls in the bull-ring, stuck with, ban-
derillas, jabbed with long knives and finally killed 
with the death-sword. Five percent of the entire 
population of Spain were butchered by Franco and 
hundreds of thousands more live in daily fear for 
their lives. The peoples' bodies are wasting away 
and their spirits are filled with a bitter fury which 
is now at the point of overflowing. 
I t will take more than your advertisement to' 
avert the consequence of one of the greatest crimes 
in aU history. God is not mocked. Yet for ten years 
90d h~s been crucif~ed i~ the persons ' of his people 
In SpaIn. Perhaps In HIS own good time He will 
provide a way for those people to come into their 
own. 
To the ordinary Protestant and Catholic people 
a! America it would appear that you are over-step-
pIng yourselves. You base your appeal on an anti-
Red bias. We are not Reds, but we can be grateful 
to the Reds for their very vital help in keeping Amer-
ica free from Fascist horror. We are not Reds, but 
we do not hate the Reds either. We are willing to 
live and let live as far as the Reds go, but not as far 
as the Fascists go. Fascists see in "democracy and 
universal suffrage the embryonic forms of commun-
ism and anarchy." So Fascists are not only anti-Red 
but anti-democratic. 
We do not believe you speak for the Catholic 
masses of America. We believe they will repudiate 
you. 
fKENNE1H ILESUE, Editor 
11IEPROTEST ANT 
521 Fifth Ave, New York 17, N. Y. 
